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HRD III 

HRD I 63/90 Time: 20 
minutes 

HRD II 63/90 Time: 22 minutes HRD III 70/100 Time: 25 minutes 

1. Handler and dog start at the 
opening to the large round pen. 
Handler may move to assist as the 
dog gathers 8 sheep into the small 
round pen (two are wearing 
ribbons). Close both round pen 
gates. Using the dog, the handler 
removes a ribbon from one of the 
sheep. (10 pts.) 

2. Exhaust sheep from the small 
round pen to the gate near the 
milkhouse and calmly exhausted 
onto the lawn, the dog should 
cover as needed. (10 pts.) 

3. Sheep are fetched/driven across 
the lawn to and through the gallery 
gate of the HT AD field. The sheep 
are released onto the field and 
allowed to settle. (15 pts.) 

4. Once on the field, the dog is 
placed halfway between the sheep 
and the handler's post. The 
handler may move to within 15 
feet of the sheep. The dog is then 
sent for the outrun, lift, and fetch 
to the handlers' post. (15 pts.) 

5. Sheep go around the handler's 
post in either direction and then to 
and through the opening of the east 
panels (obstacle #1) and clockwise 
between the panel and fence; then 
back toward the wide opening of 
the Y chute ( obstacle #2). Sheep 
may be driven or fetched. The 
handler may not enter any 
obstacle, the dog can. (10 pts.) 

1. Handler and dog start in the 
small round pen. Dog gathers 8 
sheep ( one is wearing a ribbon) to 
handler while handler remains in 
small round pen. Close both round 
pen gates. Using the dog, handler 
ties a ribbon around a sheep's 
neck (handler's choice). (10 pts.) 

2. Exhaust sheep from the small 
round pen to the gate near the 
milkhouse and calmly exhausted 
onto the lawn as the dog covers. 
(10 pts.) 

3. Sheep are driven across the 
lawn from the designated cone to 
the gallery gate of the HT AD field. 
The dog holds or leaves the sheep 
near the gate until the handler 
releases them onto the field to 
settle. During the drive, the 
handler may move but must 
remain behind the dog at all 
times. (15 pts.) 

4. Once on the field, the dog is 
placed at the handler's post. The 
handler may move halfway 
between the sheep and the dog. 
The dog is then sent for the outrun, 
lift, and fetch to the handlers' post. 
(15 pts.) 

5. Sheep then go around the 
handler's post in either direction 
and then they may be fetched up to 
10' from the mouth of the 
obstacle(s), but then they must be 
driven through obstacles #1 and 
#2 by the dog using the same 
pattern as designated for level I ( 10 
pts.) 

1. Handler and dog start at the 
south opening to the small round 
pen. Handler remains there while 
dog gathers 8 sheep ( one is wearing 
a ribbon). The gates to both round 
pens are left open. Using the dog, 
handler ties a ribbon around a 
sheep's neck (handler's choice). 
The gate to the large round pen can 
be closed after the ribbon is tied on 
a sheep. (10 pts.) 
2. Exhaust sheep from the small 
round pen to the gate near the 
milkhouse and calmly onto the 
lawn, the dog must cover. 
(10 pts.) 

3. Sheep are driven across the lawn 
from the designated cone to the 
gallery gate of the HTAD field. The 
dog should hold sheep near the gate 
until handler opens it to release the 
sheep onto the field to settle. 
Handler must remain at the cone 
until sheep reach the fence line in 
the proximity of the gate. (20 pts.) 

4. Once on the field, the dog and 
handler start at the handler's post. 
The dog is then sent for the outrun, 
lift, and fetch to the handler's post. 
(15 pts.) 

5. Sheep then go around the 
handler's post in either direction. 
The handler must stay at the 
handler's post as the sheep are 
driven first to the Obstacle #1, 
clockwise through panels, then 
taken to the wide opening of the Y 
& driven thru ( obstacle #2). After 
sheep have exited Y, handler may 
then move from the post. (10 pts.) 
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HRD l(cont) HRD II ( cont) HRD III (cont) 

6. After the sheep exit the Y chute 6. After the sheep exit the Y chute 6. After the sheep exit the Y chute
they are taken to the southwest they are taken to the comer pen. they are taken to the free standing
"comer pen" in the field. Four Four sheep are sorted into the pen. pen. Four sheep are sorted into the
shee:g are sorted into the :gen. The 2 marked ribbon sheep are pen. The 2 marked ribbon sheep

kept out of the pen. Point should be sorted so that they are
PLEASE NOTE at all levels: It is deductions will be incurred if both either in or out of the pen -

recommended that the handler use ribbon sheep are left in the pen, and handler's discretion. The run will 
their dog, staff, or any part of their also if the wrong number of sheep not continue until there are four 

body to assist in the sort, but is not are sorted. Handlers: Follow the sheep in the free-standing pen. 
allowed to hit the sheep with the manner and recommendations set Handlers: Follow the manner and 
gate or use unnecessary force. ( I 0 in the level I description. recommendations set in the level I 
pts.) ( l0pts.) description. (10 pts.) 

7. The four sheep kept outside the 7. The four sheep kept outside the 7. The four remaining sheep must
comer pen are then taken to the comer pen are then taken to the free then be taken off the outside of the 
free standing :gen where they are standing pen where they are penned free-standing pen and put in the 
penned and the dog is called off. and the dog is called off. (10 pts.) comer pen. (10 pts.) 
(10 pts.)

8. The sheep in the free standing 8. The sheep in the free standing 8. Dog and handler return to the
pen are exhausted. The handler pen are exhausted. The handler free standing pen and exhaust those
may enter the :gen to assist the dog. may only enter the opening of the sheep. The handler must remain 
They are taken to and penned in pen to assist the dog, but not step outside the pen gate. These sheep 
the comer pen where all the sheep inside. are taken to the comer pen where 
are reassembled. All the sheep They are taken to and penned in the all sheep are reassembled. The 
then are exhausted onto the field. comer pen where all sheep are loose sheep may not enter the 
Handler and dog may enter the pen reassembled. All the sheep then are corner pen. The handler may not 
to exhaust sheep. All the sheep are exhausted onto the field. Any loose enter the pen but may be at point 
then taken from near the comer sheep may enter the comer pen and level with the hinge of the gate. 
pen to the gallery gate (near the the dog may enter the pen. The The dog may enter the pen. All the 
judge's stand) and exhausted from handler may not enter the pen sheep are then taken from the pen 
the field. End of run. but may be at point level with the and to the exhibitor's entrance gate 
(10 pts.) hinge of the gate. All the sheep and exhausted onto the lawn - dog 

are then taken from near the pen to should cover. The sheep will then 
All levels: the gallery gate and exhausted from be taken to the milkhouse gate in a 
Refer to sitemap on last page. the field. controlled manner. The run ends 

End of run. when the sheep are returned to the 
Tie Breakers: (10 pts.) pasture through the milkhouse gate. 
After - Higher class (15 pts) 
1 .) section 3 score 
2 .) section 5 score Spiritwinds Farm 
3 .) time Nancy L. Pugh, DVM 

Gwen Engler 
12919 Schutt Rd. 
Chaffee, NY 14030 
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HRD I 63/90 time: 18min HRD II 63/90 time:23min HRD III 70/100 time:25 min 
1 .  From 25 sheep in large round 
pen, sort 8 out. ( 10 pts) 

2. Fetch/drive 8 sheep to and
through the irregular pen and
holding area (gates 1 ,  2 ,  and 3)
into the 1OOx100 pen. Close any
gates as needed. Allow sheep to
settle in lO0xlO0 . (10 pts)

3. Return to large round pen and
exhaust all remaining sheep from
the round pen. Handler may
enter pen to assist dog if needed.
Take sheep to & thru chute
(handlers can move anywhere)
and then fetch/drive to silver
gate of 100 x 100 . (15 pts)

4. Reunite all sheep into 100 x
100 pen. Gather and fetch/drive
all the sheep to and through
Green gate onto the JHD field.
Allow the sheep to settle and call
your dog off. (10 pts)

5. Proceed with your dog and set
the dog at a cone halfway
between the sheep and the
handler's post. The handler may
move to within 15 feet of the
sheep. The dog is then sent for
the outrun, lift, and fetch back to
the handlers' post. (15 pts)

6. From the handler's cone fetch
or drive the sheep first to the NE
comer of the field then down the
fence to the NW comer. (15 pts)

7. Fetch/drive the whole flock
through the center panels to the
green gate where they will be
exhausted.into the 100 x 100
field. Handler may walk though
panels.
The dog should hold the sheep
off the gate.
Close gate. (15 pts)

1. From 25 sheep in large round
pen, sort 8 out - include 1 ribbon
marked sheep. (10 pts)

2. Fetch/drive 8 sheep to and
through the irregular pen and
holding area (gates 1 ,  2, and 3) into
the 1OOx100 pen. Close any gates
as needed. Allow sheep to settle in
lO0xlO0. (10 pts)

3. Return to large round pen and
exhaust all remaining sheep from
the pen. Handler may enter pen to
assist dog if needed. Take sheep to
& thru chute (handlers can go to
entrance) and then fetch/drive to
silver gate of 100 x 100. (15 pts)

4. Reunite all sheep into 100 x 100
pen. Gather and fetch/drive all the
sheep to and through Green gate
onto the JHD field. Allow the sheep
to settle on the field and call your
dog off. (10 pts)

5. Set your dog at the handler's
post. The handler may move
halfway between the sheep and the
dog. The dog is then sent for the
outrun, lift, and fetch back to the
handlers' post. ( 15 pts)

6. From the handler's cone drive
the sheep to the NE corner where
the drive will end. They can then be
fetched or driven down the fence to
the NW comer. (15 pts)

7. Fetch/drive the whole flock
through the center panels to the
green gate where they will be
exhausted.into the 100 x 100 field.
Handler should not walk thru
panels. The dog must hold the
sheep off gate.
Close gate. (15 pts)

1. From 25 sheep in large round pen,
sort 8 out - include 2 ribbon marked
sheep. (10 pts.)

2 .  Fetch/drive 8 sheep to and through 
the irregular pen and holding area 
(gates 1 ,  2, and 3) into the 1OOx100 
pen. Close any gates as needed. 
Allow sheep to settle in lO0xlO0 . (10 
pts) 
2A. Put all sheep in red pen. (8 pts) 
3. Return to large round pen and
exhaust all remaining sheep from the
pen. Handler may NOT enter pen.
Take sheep to & thru chute (handlers
must stay 1 0 '  away from chute) and
fetch/drive to silver gate of 100 x
100 . (15 pts)

4. Fetch/drive remaining sheep into
100 x 100 pen and exhaust sheep
from red pen. Fetch/drive all the
sheep to and through Green gate onto
the JHD field. Allow the sheep to
settle on the field and call your dog
off. (10 pts)

5. Dog and handler start at the
handler's post. The dog is then sent
for the outrun, lift, and fetch to the
handler's post while the handler
remains at the post. (15 pts)

6. From the handler's cone drive the
sheep to the North fence to a point
mid-way btwn comer panels, and
then west to the NW comer of the
field. Maximum pts given to
straightest lines.(18 pts)

7. Fetch/drive the whole flock
through the center panels to the green
gate where they will be
exhausted.into the 100 x 100 field.
Handler must not walk thru
panels.(10 pts)
The dog must hold the sheep off
gate.(4pts) Close gate.
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Him I 63/90 time: t·smm HRD II 63/90 time:23min. HRD ill 70/I0O'time:25 min 

PLEASE-NOTE at I 
On the sort: It is recommended 
that the handler use --their dog, 
� or any part of their body to 
assist, but is not allowed to hit 
die sheep wilh the gate, staJI or 
force with hands or their body. 
Time endf

' when the� ii 
closed--

' 
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r __ 

'Tie; Breakers· 
High.er class between classes. 
Then: 
1,) section 3 score 
2·.) section 6' score 
.3·.) time 

Colll'le o 
120·, btwn stock. & handler's .l)Olt 
Drive: D 60'; m 120 - at leut GO 
NOT OJI il:Jlce 




